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A commercial professional Manager with a wealth of experience in all aspects of HR and ensuring staff utilisation is aligned to gain maximum financial efficiency. I currently work across three different sectors has my current employer has three strands to it. These include the Christie Clinic which is a private sector organisation, the Christie Charity and the NHS. I Have strong communication, presentation and inter-personal skills, I am able to build and sustain business relationships at all levels.  I am self-motivated and resourceful and can work on own initiative or as an effective team member.  I enjoys high level networking and influencing skills, I have detailed knowledge and experience of transforming Human Resource departments, TUPE transfers, management of change, performance management and possess tuned analytical skills with strong strategy development experience. Proficient in the use of various software systems including powerpoint, excel, Microsoft office and using the internet and email systems.

In addition I hold a number of community roles as a Governor of Turton High School, I am an Ambassador for Healed by Compassion and an Executive Officer of Patients First.

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

July 2007 to February 2012			Associate Director of HR and OD

The Christie is one of Europe’s leading cancer centres, treating more than 40,000 patients a year. We have an annual income of £173 million and 2,800 staff. With the opening of our new radiotherapy centres in Oldham (March 2010) and Salford (Summer 2011) we will have moved from operating as one site to three sites. Reporting directly to the Chief Operating Officer I am responsible for a number of corporate areas which include Human Resources, Occupational Health, the Day Nursery, Maguire Unit, Payroll and Organisational Development. In addition the Trust has three Boards and distinct operating units I support which include a joint venture private sector organisation called the Christie Clinic. We manage this jointly with Healthcare America. The Christie Charity and finally the NHS hospital side.

Key Achievements

	Negotiated a contract with the Christie Clinic ensuring the NHS side profited by 3 million
Devised  working arrangements pre the Joint Venture so TUPE would not apply enabling the Christie Clinic to operate at maximum profits
Turned Day Nursery from making a loss into a profit making arm
Currently leading a two year project to save two million from the workforce budget. This will be achieved through reviewing patient pathways and employing a different skill mix across these pathways. Getting back to agenda for change terms and conditions and streamlining management and administrative functions

Additional Successess
In first month of employment a fire at the Day Nursery destroyed the building posing a risk to delivery of services. Ensured the risk was managed from the Saturday night of the fire to the Monday morning so all clinics ran as planned. Within four weeks had a temporary new nursery operating and have project managed the opening of the new permanent nursery on site.

Turned around the HR function from poor performing to high performing through implementing agreed key performance indicators and perception scores. Perception scores are based on 1 to 5. 1 being poor 5 being excellent. At commencement a number of areas would not even rate the function and therefore ratings were at 0. All areas across the Trust now rate the function either 4 or 5. Reviews take place at six month intervals.
Moved payroll from Finance to HR as it was poorly performing and causing a number of employee relations issues. Within 3 months had it running and achieving a 99.6% accuracy rate.
Managed the employment aspects of a Joint Venture programme with HCA bringing creative solutions to the table to enable the best possible commercial operating environment and securing financial investment for the Trust.
Received an excellent 360 feedback for recent appraisal which can be supplied if required. Quotes include the following:
Manager Deputy Chief Executive – “Tracy has fantastic strengths. She is strategic in her thoughts and also able to develop strategy into operational effectiveness which is often unusual. I have a huge amount of personal respect for Tracy as she has managed some very difficult situations in the last 6 months which to me has demonstrated her worth”.

Peers – “Tracy has an abundance of qualities that make an excellent leader. In no particular order she is thoroughly professional, extremely capable and commands the respect of her peers, direct reports, superiors, suppliers and external agencies including employees of the SHA”.

“She can be tough when necessary but also understands human vulnerability and is supportive and compassionate when the situation demands. She is passionate about what she does; insistent on high standards; not afraid to take harsh decisions when necessary. 

“Calm under pressure. Brilliant in handling conflict. Practical and common sense approach. Pragmatic rather than idealistic. Communicates in plain speak that allows her to engage audiences at any level. One word that rises above all others but flavours her whole style: INTEGRITY – never have I worked with someone who embodies this so completely (and, trust me, I’ve seen it tested under fire!)”.



Sep 2005 to July 2007		Director of Corporate Services, Manchester Care

Manchester Care is a ‘not for profit’ registered charity formed in 1991/2 with a turnover of circa £15m. The Company employed 1200 staff and provided care to over 3000 service users across the North West. As the Director I am responsible for 5 teams which include HR, Learning and Development, Payroll, Facilities management and a staff bank.

Key Achievements
	Removal of annual spend of £750k on agency staffing

Implemented new terms and conditions following a TUPE transfer and managed the TUPE transfer
Introduced new rota’s across the company that will meet the needs of the service and achieved savings of £1 million 
Managed and led on a competency based redundancy programme
Achieved accreditation to become a recognised training Centre
Won a regional and national award for innovation in the delivery of training leading to less accidents at work and achieving a £30k reduction on our insurance premium through reduction to nil claims
Project managed the building of two new care homes with a budget of £7million for both

Aug 2003 to Sep 2005	Director of Human Resources, Bolton Community College

A unionised Further Education College with 850 employees based at 120 sites in the Bolton area (3 main sites).

Full responsibility for all HR issues across 120 sites including organisational development and staffing. 

Key Achievements
	Written and implemented the HR strategy which achieved staff savings of £900k over 3 year implementation and was key in reducing a 3 million deficit left by the last Senior Management team.

Worked with a troubleshooter to introduce new ways of staffing that gave maximum funding not only reducing deficit but ensured the organisation made a profit as well as reducing the deficit.
Put in a new redundancy scheme based on competency which won the support of the unions
Resolved successfully 22 outstanding tribunal applications
Resolved successfully strike action due to deficit caused by mismanagement at previous Senior Team level.

Aug 2000 to Aug 2003	Head of Human Resources, Bolton Community College

Full responsibility for all policy development and managing the HR team. Provided a professional business partnership service to senior managers, managers and staff.
Had taken a two year career break prior to this and resigned to start a new role but was brought in by Tribal Resourcing and Government appointed Trouble shooter to undertake this role. Had initially resigned in June 2000 and was on notice.

Key achievements
	Introduced new sickness absence policy turning around an inspection weakness to area of strength.

Introduced policies that not only complied with law but met the needs of the business.
Introduced new appraisal system that was performance and target driven
Chaired Equal Opportunities Committee that resulted in several articles published about the colleges good practice in this area
Turned around industrial relations to a partnership approach
Introduced new terms and conditions following a TUPE transfer
Lead person on a merger of two organisations
Resolved successfully strike action due to deficit caused by mismanagement at previous Senior Team level.

July 1998 to Aug 2000	Personnel Officer, Bolton Community College

Duties included recruitment and selection, grievance and disciplinary process and hearings, advising managers on conditions of service and monitoring of all HR statistics for Board reports


Sept 94 to July 98 		Senior Personnel Assistant (included one year maternity leave) 
				Bolton Community College				

Responsible for monitoring of college payroll, sickness absence and part time hours. Developed and introduced office procedures manual and staff handbook. Provided general HR advice and produced contracts of employment.

Sep 91 to Sep 94		Training Assistant, Bolton Hospitals NHS Trust

Facilitation and preparation of in-house courses, preparation of reports on training expenditure, course/conference co-ordination.

July 89 to September 91	Personnel Administrator, Bolton Health Authority

Liaising with Nurse Managers on the booking of bank and agency staff, setting up Nurse bank interviews and attendance recording reports.

1982 to 1989	Undertook various first line management, research and PA roles in the private sector

Interests		Watersports, Reading, Salsa dancing, Aerobics				
		
Date of Birth	6/12/64
NI number		NE529221B
Driving Licence	Full		
Nationality	British
Qualifications	2002	Bolton Institute of Higher Education
				BA (BA 2:1) Business Studies	
2001	Bolton Community College
				Access to Information Technology
2000	Member of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development		
			1994	Wigan and Leigh College
	Graduate of the institute of Personnel and Development (MCIPD)
	

KEY SKILLS

Strong experience in employee relations particularly union relationships covering terms and conditions of employment, pay and benefit negotiations, communications and policy development and disciplinary and grievance advice.
Developed and managed a number of training and development plans aligning them to the strategic objectives of the business and winning both a regional and national training award
Managed a number of performance management programmes within several organisations, together with providing timely and key employee performance data
Management of a number of matrix/competency based restructures and redundancies
Commendation from OFSTED for solving the longest running strike in Education History

			

